
THE KIND OF MUSIC I LISTEN TO CALM MYSELF AND PUT ME IN A

PEACEFUL PLACE

So what type of music reduces stress the best? Forcing yourself to listen to relaxation music that irritates you can create
tension, not reduce it. A Moment of Peace Meditation, (Aneal & Bradfield, "Heaven and Earth Spirits" track from Life.

Psych Central. Tonight I won't be here all alone. You were on your own, I was lonely then. It means your
brain and body are relaxed, and with your new calm self, you can then function at your best in many activities.
A person with clinical depression or bipolar disorder might listen to music to help with their worst, lowest
moods. With no caffeine of course. Sit right down and make yourself at at home. I did know it not know it
would lead you to my door. Listening to music can relieve depression and increase self-esteem ratings in
elderly people. Listening to music on headphones reduces stress and anxiety in hospital patients before and
after surgery. What would you add? The group that created "Weightless", Marconi Union, did so in
collaboration with sound therapists. Current findings indicate that music around 60 beats per minute can cause
the brain to synchronize with the beat causing alpha brainwaves frequencies from 8 - 14 hertz or cycles per
second. Music can help reduce both the sensation and distress of both chronic pain and postoperative pain.
When people are very stressed, there is a tendency to avoid actively listening to music. It can help conjure up
calming images such as lying beside a mountain stream on a warm spring day. The answer partly rests with
you: You must first like the music being played, and then it must relax you. Birdsong may also be of use as an
aid to help your mind slow down and release stressful thoughts. According to Dr. Sounds of rain, thunder, and
nature sounds may also be relaxing particularly when mixed with other music, such as light jazz, classical the
"largo" movement , and easy listening music. Faster music can make you feel more alert and concentrate
better. Of the top track, Dr. For centuries, indigenous cultures have used music to enhance well-being and
improve health conditions. If that happens, try looking for alternatives on the internet or consult with
Counseling Service staff for other musical suggestions. David Lewis-Hodgson said, "'Weightless' was so
effective, many women became drowsy and I would advise against driving while listening to the song because
it could be dangerous. This alpha brainwave is what is present when we are relaxed and conscious. To
incorporate music into a busy life, try playing CDs in the car, or put the radio on when in the bath or shower.
Like, 16, 4, 8, 22, etc. It makes your brain work harder to concentrate, which I find helpful to occupy my
mind.


